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1. Introduction. If one has a function/(x) on the real line which is

symmetric and unimodal (that is, f(kx) ^/(x), O^ft^l), it is obvious

that the integral of f(x) over an interval of fixed length is maximized

if the interval is centered at the origin; in fact, the integral is a non-

increasing function of the distance of the midpoint from the origin.

A direct result of this is that if a random variable X has density/(x)

and F is an independent random variable, then Pr {|A|ga}

^Pr {IX+F| Sa}. In this paper we generalize these results to w-

space. The interval is replaced by a symmetric convex set; the con-

dition of unimodality is expressed by the condition that the set of

points for which the function is at least equal to a given value is

convex. In turn we show that the probability of a random vector fall-

ing in a given symmetric convex set is at least equal to the correspond-

ing probability for the sum of this vector and another. The results are

extended to obtain inequalities on the distribution of functionals of

stochastic processes, and applications to statistics are made.

2. An inequality on the integral of a symmetric unimodal function

over translations of a convex symmetric set in w-space.

Theorem 1. Let E be a convex set in n-space, symmetric about the

origin. Letf(x) ^0 be a function such that (i) f(x) =/(—x), (ii) {x|/(x)

s±u}=Ku is convex for every u (0<w<«>), and (iii) fsf(x)dx<<x>

(in the Lebesgue sense). Then

(1) f/(*+ ky)dx^  f f(x+ y)dx

for O^k^l.

Proof. An equivalent way of writing (1) is

f      f(x)dx ̂   f    f(x)dx,
J E+ky " E+y

where E-\-y is the set E translated by the vector y. The theorem fol-

lows almost directly after we prove that for every u
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V[(E+ ky)C\Ku} = V[(E+y)r\Ku},

where V{ } indicates the volume of the set. Let a[(E+y)f~\Ku]

+ (1— a) [(E — y)C\Ku] denote the set obtained by taking all linear

combinations az + (l—a)w, where zE(E+y)f^Ku and wE(E-y)

r\Ku and O^a^l. Let a = (l+ife)/2, so that ay + (l-a)(-y)=ky.

Then (E + ky)r\KvDa[(E+y)nKu] + (l-a)[(E-y)r\Ku] because

Ku is convex and E + kyZ)a(E+y) + (l -a)(E-y) = [aE + (l -a)E]

+ky. Thus

F{ (E +ky)C\Ku}^ V{a[(E + y) H Ku] + (1 - a) [(£ - y)f\K„]}.

(E+y)C\Ku is the mirror image through the origin of (E—y)C\Ku,

and therefore these two sets have the same volume. Then

V{a[(E+y)r\Ku] + (l -a)[(E- y) C\ Ku)]} = F {(E + y) H Ku}

by    the    Brunn-Minkowski    Theorem    [2],    which    states    that

V1i»{(l-6)Eo+eE]}^(l-0)V1iK(Eo)+8V1i'>(Ei)   (Eo and  Ei non-

empty, 0^0^ 1). Thus  V{(E+ky)C\Ku} =H(u)^V{(E+y)C\Ku}
=H*(u).

Definitions of the Lebesgue and Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals show

f      f(x)dx -  f    f(x)dx =  -   f   udH(u) +  f   udH*(u)
J E+ky J E+v Jo Jo

'    ' n oo

- I    ud[H*(u) - H(u)].
Jo

Integration by parts shows

f   ud[H*(u) - H(u)} = b[H*(b) - H(b)] - a[H*(a) - H(a)}

(3)        "

+  f   [(H(u) - H*(u)]du.
J a

Since/(x) has a finite integral over E, bH(b)—>0 as b—>oo and hence

also bH*(b)—>0 as b—*<x>; therefore the first term on the right in

(3) can be made arbitrarily small in absolute value. If a^O, the sec-

ond term above is non negative as well as the third. Thus fotid [H*(u)

-FT(m)]=0.

The integral <b(y) =fsf(x+y)dx is a symmetric function and is uni-

modal in the sense that along a given ray through the origin the inte-

gral is a nondecreasing function of the distance from the origin.

However, 0(y) does not necessarily satisfy the condition of unimodal-

ity imposed on/(x); that is, \y\<b(y)^u} is not necessarily convex.
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It will be noticed that we obtain strict inequality in (1) if and only

if for at least one u, H(u)>H*(u) (because H(u) is continuous on the

left). For H(u)=H*(u) we need equality in the Brunn-Minkowski

Theorem which implies (E—y)f~}Ku = (E+y)f~}Ku-\-z for some z;

then the linear combination set is (£+y)P\Au + (l— a)z. This must

be (E+ky)r\Ku also in order that H(u) =H*(u). Since the latter set

must include the former set z can be taken as — 2y, and thus the con-

dition is (E+y)PiAu = (£+fty)nAu + (l-ft)y. Since (E+ky)C\Ku

2>k[(E+y)r\Ku] + (l-k)EnKu, the condition (for k<l) becomes

(E+y)t^Ku = Er\Kn+y.

Corollary 1. In Theorem 1 the equality in (1) holds for k<l if

and only if, for every u, (E+y)r\Ku=Er\Ku-\-y.

3. Some probability inequalities. In this section we derive some

probability inequalities, and in the next section we make some ap-

plications of these to statistics. If f(x) is a probability density, Theo-

rem 1 and Corollary 1 can be stated in probability terms as follows:

Corollary 2. Let X be a random vector with density f(x) such that

(i) f(x) =/(—x) and (ii) {x|/(x) ^w} is convex for every u (0^m< co).

If E is a convex set, symmetric about the origin, Pr {X-\-kyEE}

j^Pr {X-\-yEE} for Ogft^l. Ifh(x) is a symmetric function such that

{x\h(x)^v} is convex, then Pr {h(X-\-ky) ^v} ^Pr {h(X+y)^v}.

For k<l, the equality holds if and only if, for every u, (E-\-y)f~^Ku

= EC\Ku+y.

The second assertion of the corollary says that the cumulative

distribution of ft(A+y) is bounded by that of h(X-\-ky) and in par-

ticular by that of h(X). A particular density satisfying the conditions

is the normal one,/(x) =(27r)_n/2|s|_1/2 exp { — |x'S_1x}, where 2 is

a positive definite matrix.

Theorem 2. Let X be a random vector with density f(x) such that

(i) f(x) =/( — x) and (ii) {x|/(x)^m} is convex for every u (0^m<=o).

Let Y be independently distributed. If E is a convex set, symmetric

about the origin, then

(4) Yr{(X+kY)EE}^Yr{X+YEE},

for O^ft^l. // ft(x) is a symmetric function such that {x\h(x)^v}

is convex, then Pr {h(X+kY)^v} ^Pr {h(X+Y)^v} for Ogftgl.

For k<l, equality holds if and only if (E+ Y)C\Ku=Er\Ku+ Y with

probability one for every u.

Proof. Let the cumulative distribution of  F be C7(y). Then the
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density of X+kY is fBf(z — ky)dG(y), where R denotes the entire

ra-space. Thus

Pr \X + kY E E} =  f     f f(z- ky)dG(y)dz
J E    J R

(5) =  f     f f(z - ky)dzdG(y)
J R    J E

=   I       I       f(w)dwdG(y).
Jr    J E-ky

Then Theorem 1 and Coroliary 1 imply the desired results.

Theorem 2 shows that in a certain sense the distribution of X+Y

is more spread out than the distribution of X+kY (O^k^l).

Corollary 3. Let X be normally distributed with mean 0 and

covariance matrix 2; let Z be normally distributed with mean 0 and

covariance matrix ^, where "F —S is positive semi-definite. If E is a

convex set, symmetric about the origin, then Pr {X£.E}^Pr {ZEE}.

If h(x) is a symmetric function such that {x\h(x)^=v} is convex, then

Pr {h(X)^v}^Pr {h(Z)^v}. If E is a bounded set and ^-S^O,

then strict inequality holds.

Proof. Let Y be normally distributed with mean 0 and covariance

matrix ^—S. Then Z has the same distribution as X+ Y, and Corol-

lary 3 follows from Theorem 2.

These inequalities can be useful in statistics. The inequality in

Theorem 2 indicates that the cumulative distribution of h(X+ Y) is

bounded from above by the distribution of h(X). This is useful if it is

possible to obtain the distribution of h(X + Y), but not that of h(X).

Some examples2 of functions that satisfy the conditions are max |x»|

and E^-
These results can be applied to certain functionals of Gaussian sto-

chastic processes.

Corollary 4. Let Xi(t) (i = l, 2; O^t^T) be a Gaussian stochastic

process with mean 0 and covariance function EXi(t)Xi(s)=Oi(t, s),

jointly continuous (O^t, s=F). Suppose cr2(t, s)—cri(t, s) is a positive

function. Then

(6) Pr | f   X\(t)dt g v\  ^ Pr <  f   x\(t)dt g v\ .

* The author wishes to acknowledge Murray Rosenblatt's stimulation of this pa-

per by suggesting this problem for max \xt\ under conditions of Corollary 3.
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If Xi(t) is defined to be a separable process, then

(7) Pr { sup   | Xi(t) |  g pi  ^ Pr \ sup   | X2(t) |  g »i .

Proof. Let 0 = /0<*i< • • • <tn = Tbea partition of (0, T). Then

Pr | Z Xl(tj)(lj - *,_,) g t-i  - Pr | 22 X\(t,)(tj - fc_0 =g pi  ^ 0

by Corollary 3 (for {x| 23? x2^, —/y_i) gp} is, convex). This implies

(6) because 22" ^(h)(h~h-0 approaches JoX\(t)dt (defined as the
limit in quadratic mean) in distribution as we take a sequence of

partitions becoming dense in (0, T).

In order for the second assertion of Corollary 4 to have meaning,

the stochastic processes must be defined in such a way that the proba-

bilities of the sets {sup |Aj(/)| gp} exist. The requirement that

Xi(t) be Gaussian with mean 0 and covariance function d(t, s) de-

fines a class of probability measures on the function space X(t)

(Og/g P); in this class we wish to consider a measure such that the

set {sup | X(t) | gp} is measurable. Doob [4] has proposed a criterion

of separability, which insures that the set is measurable (and that

its measure can be approximated by the measure of {max | X(t,) \

gp}). To prove (7) we note

(8) Pr -j max   | Xtfo) |   g v\ - Pr \ max   | A2(/y) |   g pi ^ 0
\0&JSn ) loSiSn 7

by Corollary 3. Since ff<(/, 5) is jointly continuous,

lim   max   | Xi(lj) |   =   sup    | Xi(t) \
n->»    0£j£n 0£t£T

with probability one (Theorem 2.2 of Chapter II of [4]). Then (8) im-

plies (7).

Corollary 5. Let Xi(t) (i = l, 2; OgrgT1) be a Gaussian stochastic

process with covariance function E[Xi(t) —EXi(t)][Xi(s) —EXi(s)]

= cr(t, s), jointly continuous (0g/, s±$T). Let EXi(t)=kEX2(t)

(Ogftg 1). Pftew (6) and (7) hold when Xt(t) is defined to be a separable

process.

Proof. The proof applies Corollary 1 in the same way that the

proof of Corollary 4 applied Corollary 3.

4. Statistical applications. We give one application of Corollary 4

to the asymptotic theory of certain statistical tests of goodness of
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fit. Let Xi, • • • , xn be (scalar) observations from some distribution.

To test the hypothesis that this distribution has a specified continu-

ous cumulative distribution function F(x), one has available the

criteria UN = N1'2 sup \FN(x)-F(x)\ and WN=f[FN(x)-F(x)]2

dF(x) where FN(x) = (number of {x<} ̂ x)/N. It has been shown that

the limiting distributions of these criteria when the observations

actually are distributed according to F(x) are those of

U =   sup   | Z(t) |    and    W =  f Z2(t)dt,
og<3i Jo

where Z(t) is a Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance func-

tion EZ(t)Z(s) =min (t, s)—ts=r(t, s), say. The distributions of U

and W have been tabulated ([5] and [l], respectively). Now con-

sider the problem of testing the hypothesis that X\, • • • , Xs comes

from some member of a one-parameter family of continuous distribu-

tions, F(x, $). We can use the criteria U% = N112 sup | FN(x)-F(x, d*) |

and Wx=f[FN(x)-F(x, 8*)]2dF(x, 6*), where 8* is the maximum

likelihood estimate of 8. Darling [3 ] has shown under certain condi-

tions that the limiting distributions of U^ and IFjy? are those of

L7*=sup0g(gi \X(t)\ and W*=f0lX2(t)dt, respectively, where X(t) is

a Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance function EX(t)X(s)

= r(s, t)—d>(s)<p(t), where

d
<b(F(x, 6)) = — F(x, 0)(lim E(6* - 0)2)1'2.

dd

It then follows from Corollary 4 that Pr { U*^a} ^Pr { U^a} and

Pr {lF*ga} =Pr {iFga}. Thus for U*, say, we can use the sig-

nificance point of U and know that under the null hypothesis the

probability of rejection is not greater than the assumed significance

level.

We can apply Corollary 2 to a problem in the theory of testing

hypotheses. Suppose we have a density f(x—8), where 8 is a vector of

(location) parameters, and suppose/(x) =/( —x) and {x|/(x)^m} is

convex for every u. We wish to test the null hypothesis that 8 = 0 on

the basis of one observation on the random vector X. Let £ be a

convex set, symmetric about the origin such that

(9) f  f(x)dx =l-a,
J E

where a (0 <a < 1) is the desired significance level of the test. The test

procedure is to reject the hypothesis if the observation falls outside
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of E. Then by Corollary 2, this test is unbiased; that is, the probabil-

ity of rejection under any alternative hypothesis (05*^0) is at least

equal to that under the null hypothesis (0 = 0). The test is strictly

unbiased if for every 05^0 there is at least one u such that (E-\-d)f~\Ku

^EnKu+6.
A particular example of this result is the case where we are sam-

pling from a multivariate normal distribution with mean0 and known

covariance matrix. Then the mean of a sample has a normal distribu-

tion with mean 0 and a known covariance matrix. Then if £ is a re-

gion for which (9) holds, the corresponding test is unbiased. If E is

bounded, the test is strictly unbiased. An extension of the argument

shows that the generalized T2 test (when the covariance matrix is

unknown) is strictly unbiased.
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